Division of Languages and Communication

The Division of Languages and Communication offers eight associate degree programmes in languages and communication. Graduates of our ADs have good opportunities for further study at bachelor's degree level, locally in Hong Kong and overseas.

The Division of Languages and Communication has a faculty of 35 well-qualified full-time academic staff and also draws on the expertise of experienced part-time lecturers. We are a multinational, multicultural community - our teachers currently come from Hong Kong, Mainland China, UK, USA, Japan, Korea, Spain, France and Canada.

In addition to its own AD programmes, the Division also offers:

i. Internationally recognized language assessment tests (PSC for Putonghua; DELE for Spanish; KLAT for Korean; and TCF for French);
ii. College-wide English language requirement courses;
iii. Summer English enhancement activities such as Summer Splash and the Grammar Drama Camp;
iv. IELTS preparatory courses.
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